AnySite® Segmentation Plug-in
Version 2.0

Summary
Version 2.0 of the AnySite Segmentation Plug-in provides powerful new capabilities for customer profiling, reporting, and trade area analytics.

• Sister Store Correlation functionality
• Target Group Index Reporting
• Market Potential Reporting
• Support of Neighborhood Coverage Areas

Benefits
• Identify “who” your best customers are
• Define “how” to reach them most effectively
• Locate “where” your customers are concentrated
• Recognize which existing stores are most like a prospective site
• Discover high-potential markets
• Create target groups more easily

OVERVIEW
The Segmentation Plug-in is an optional add-on module for the AnySite desktop platform. In the US and Canada, the Segmentation plug-in utilizes the PSYTE® Advantage neighborhood segmentation system in tandem with specialized capabilities within AnySite to provide users with the ultimate analytical tool for customer profiling and market analytics. In the UK, the Segmentation Plug-in system currently supports both ATOMICube® and CAMEO™ from EuroDirect.

PSYTE goes beyond demographics, incorporating consumer lifestyle, media preference, and purchasing behavior data. This added information provides valuable insights into your customers and markets that can be translated into better site location, merchandising and marketing strategies:

• Prioritize which new store locations and markets to invest in first
• Determine how customers are distributed within a trade area or market
• Discover high-potential gaps in existing store networks
• Identify which existing store locations are most similar to a proposed location
• Understand where best to advertise in order to reach target customer segments and which messaging and imagery would be most appropriate for the target audience

New in Segmentation Plug-in Version 2.0

SISTER STORE CORRELATION
Sister store correlation functionality enables users to create trade areas around sister stores, append the data they may have for each store (such as store sales, year opened, number of competitors, etc.) and then correlate potential sites against the sister stores (with similar characteristics such as density class, market or maturity).

The ability to correlate or find “analogs” between existing and proposed store trade areas helps to make it easier to identify and predict the sales potential and likely merchandising mix for new locations.
Target Group Index Reporting

A Target Group Index report ranks a collection of profiles according to how they index against a specified Target Group. Typically a Target Group system is defined to segment the clusters into four main groupings: Core, Expansion, Conversion and Not-Target. The application is designed to support user control of the number of target groups that get created and the naming conversion.

Market Potential Reporting

This report helps you rank geographies according to a profile criterion. Typically you would select many geographies to compare against a single profile. The report includes the following for each of the geographies:

Potential—The Market Potential; the number of potential customers.

Base Count—The base count is the total number of a demographic within that geographic area. This is usually households, adults, or total population.

Market Potential Index (MPI)—A value for monetary statistics.

The profile you select is examined on a cluster by cluster basis, and the penetration is computed for each cluster (potential count divided by base count). These penetration rates are then applied against the count for the clusters in a geography.

Support of Neighborhood Coverage Areas

A Neighborhood Coverage Area is the collection of block groups that contains at least one record from your customer data. This collection of block groups then becomes the Customer Universe that the Profile being created will be compared to.

Specifications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Cluster Systems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US</td>
<td>PSYTE® Advantage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>PSYTE® Advantage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>ATOMICUBE®, CAMEO™ UK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International</td>
<td>CAMEO™ International (32 countries)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other Segmentation systems can be supported as dictated by demand. Service fees will be charged to load cluster systems other than the ones cited above.